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The nature of consciousness is considered one of science’s most perplexing

and persistent mysteries. We all know the subjective experience of

consciousness, but where does it arise? What is its purpose? What

are its full capacities? The assumption within today’s neuroscience is

that all aspects of consciousness arise solely from interactions among

neurons in the brain. However, the origin and mechanisms of qualia (i.e.,

subjective or phenomenological experience) are not understood. David

Chalmers coined the term “the hard problem” to describe the difficulties in

elucidating the origins of subjectivity from the point of view of reductive

materialism. We propose that the hard problem arises because one or

more assumptions within a materialistic worldview are either wrong or

incomplete. If consciousness entails more than the activity of neurons,

then we can contemplate new ways of thinking about the hard problem.

This review examines phenomena that apparently contradict the notion

that consciousness is exclusively dependent on brain activity, including

phenomena where consciousness appears to extend beyond the physical

brain and body in both space and time. The mechanisms underlying these

“non-local” properties are vaguely suggestive of quantum entanglement in

physics, but how such effects might manifest remains highly speculative. The

existence of these non-local effects appears to support the proposal that

post-materialistic models of consciousness may be required to break the

conceptual impasse presented by the hard problem of consciousness.
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What is consciousness?

The term “consciousness” means different things to different
audiences. From a lay perspective, the fact of consciousness
(here meaning awareness) is so self-evident that the only
question that may arise is why anyone would consider
consciousness to be mysterious in the first place, akin to asking a
fish, “What is water?” From a scientific perspective, the unsolved
mystery is how consciousness emerges from brain activity. How
does a three-pound lump of tissue inside the skull give rise
to a mind that is self-aware and enjoys subjective experience?
In philosophy, which has debated the “mind-body problem”
for millennia, many sets of assumptions have been proposed,
ranging from materialism (i.e., all is dependent on or reducible
to the physical) to idealism (i.e., ideas or thoughts make up
fundamental reality). For mystics and others entranced by the
esoteric traditions, the problem is not so much about the
mind but how the physical world emerges from a non-physical
“substance.”

Over the past few decades, most scientifically oriented
research on consciousness has studied consciousness as
a controlled variable. They have reduced consciousness
to simpler constructs, such as perception, and focused
on comparisons in brain processes during conscious and
unconscious conditions, the so-called “contrastive approach.”
In this approach, differences in brain activity are examined
when the same stimulus is subjectively perceived versus
when it is not (Baars, 2005). This search for the neural
correlates of consciousness (NCC) is defined as the “minimum
neuronal mechanisms jointly sufficient for any one specific
conscious experience” (Koch et al., 2016). Experimental designs
have used methods like stimulus masking (Shapiro et al.,
1997; Simons and Chabris, 1999; Dehaene et al., 2001) or
binocular rivalry (Leopold and Logothetis, 1999) to examine
the brain activity associated with subliminal perception where
information is not consciously perceived yet processed by the
brain. Other approaches have relied on brain lesions (Hebb
and Penfield, 1940), or, more recently, by artificially modulating
brain activity in specific regions and networks intracranially,
during neurosurgery, or non-invasively with transcranial
magnetic/electric/ultrasound stimulation (Selimbeyoglu and
Parvizi, 2010). Other authors have focused solely on states
of unconsciousness during general anesthesia (Hudetz, 2012),
epilepsy (Blumenfeld and Taylor, 2003), or sleep (Steriade et al.,
2001). While a front line of research, the NCC approach
has conceptual limitations. Mainly, the terms “consciousness”
and “correlates” are enmeshed because brain events that co-
vary with conscious experience can either be the experience’s
neural substrates, the prerequisites, or even the experience’s
neural consequences (Aru et al., 2012; de Graaf et al.,
2012).

Several scientific theories of consciousness are primed
to be tested experimentally instead of merely identifying

correlations between conscious/unconscious events and brain
activity. In the sections below, we briefly summarize the main
neuroscience theories, referred to as physicalist or reductionist
theories, most of which assume that consciousness emerges
from the brain. While most physicalist theories aim to explain
different aspects of consciousness, they often share similarities
and have been recently grouped into four categories: higher-
order theories (HOTs), global work-space theories (GWTs),
integrated information theory (IIT), and re-entry and predictive
processing theories (Seth and Bayne, 2022). Here, we follow this
categorization and present a brief summary. However, a full
review of each theory is beyond this article’s scope (see Seth and
Bayne, 2022, for a full review).

Physicalist theories of
consciousness

Global work-space theories

Cognitive scientist Bernard J. Baars first proposed the GWT
in 1983. GWT is a cognitive architecture inspired by artificial
intelligence where a centralized resource is available through
which specialized processors share and receive information
(Baars, 2005; Baars et al., 2021). The theory is based on the
observation that there are highly specialized brain regions that
process information locally and unconsciously, such as the
visual cortex. Conscious experience occurs once there is a
distributed activity in other brain areas, that is, “broadcasting”
to the system as a whole (Baars, 2005). The widespread access,
operation, and coordination of specialized neural networks,
which would otherwise operate autonomously, is coordinated
by consciousness, involving mainly the frontoparietal network
and high-frequency oscillatory rhythms (Baars, 2005).

Dehaene and colleagues have adjusted the GWT to
account for new knowledge about the brain, the so-called
“neuronal global work-space” (Dehaene et al., 2003). For
example, global activity among work-space neurons is generated
by excitatory neurons responding to sensory stimuli with
long-range cortico-cortical connections. In turn, this global
activity inhibits alternative activity patterns among the work-
space neurons to prevent the conscious experience of other
stimuli (e.g., attentional blink). This inhibition mechanism
would allow the unified experience of consciousness (the
composition and exclusion axioms in IIT). Supported by
experimental findings in the context of the search for NCCs,
this popular model suggests that (1) most of the brain’s
computations are performed in a non-conscious operation
mode and that (2) conscious access must be distinguished
from selective attention, (3) conscious perception may be
characterized by a non-linear function that ‘ignites’ a network
of distributed areas (a gradual increase in stimulus visibility
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accompanied by a sudden transition of the neuronal work-
space into a pattern, i.e., the broadcasting), and (4) the
selected information gains access to additional computations
for conscious perception such as temporary maintenance,
global sharing, flexible routing (Dehaene et al., 2014). The
model predicts that measures of complexity, long-distance
correlation, and integration of brain signals should provide
reliable indices of conscious processing and has clinical
applications (e.g., sleep, coma, anesthesia; Dehaene et al.,
2014; Mashour et al., 2020). Some investigators have recently
attempted to generalize the GWT to brain-inspired artificial
architectures by implementing the GWT into deep learning
algorithms (VanRullen and Kanai, 2021). GWT is promising
as a model. However, it is unclear what determines when
information is broadcasted to the whole (e.g., threshold) and
what discriminates different types of subjective experiences
within the GWT theory.

Higher-order theories

The HOTs family includes, for example, the self-organizing
meta-representational account theory (SOMA; Cleeremans
et al., 2020), the adversarial framework for probabilistic
computation (Gershman, 2019), and the perceptual reality
monitoring theory (Lau, 2019). In this view, consciousness
is defined as a higher-order representation of lower-order
representations. In other words, subjective experiences reflect
higher brain orders like meta-representations, which have
learned to describe and interpret the lower-order functions
such as local modules specialized in processing specific
information. In this sense, consciousness is the brain’s
unconscious, embodied, enactive, non-conceptual theory about
itself (Cleeremans et al., 2020). While Gehrman’s model
interprets this view in terms of computations and algorithms,
Lau’s view is in terms of belief and epistemic justification on a
subjective level. The NCCs for the HOTs generally consist in
anterior regions of the brain, like the prefrontal cortex, reflecting
their involvement in complex cognitive functions (Lau and
Rosenthal, 2011).

The primary limitation of both GWTs and HOTs is that they
do not account for the phenomenal differences between distinct
subjective experiences (Seth and Bayne, 2022). Furthermore,
neither GWTs nor HOTs have addressed the adaptative and
evolutionary role of conscious experience (i.e., embodiment and
environmental embeddedness; Seth and Bayne, 2022).

Integrated information theory

Integrated information theory is a mathematical approach
based on phenomenology by first identifying the essential
properties of consciousness, the so-called axioms: intrinsic

information – each experience is specific, there is intrinsic
information in the system that is associated with that
experience that differs from alternative experiences, information
– consciousness is composed of a specific set of specific
phenomenal distinctions and is different from other possible
experiences, integration – consciousness is unified with
each experience being irreducible to non-interdependent
components, and exclusion – consciousness is unique in content
and spatio-temporal context (Tononi, 2015; Tononi et al.,
2016). IIT infers the postulates or requirements for a physical
system to be a physical substrate of consciousness from the
axioms.

Integrated information refers to a system’s constituents that
are discriminated by their respective information. The whole
cannot be reduced to the information of each part, called the
“causal-effect power” (Oizumi et al., 2014). These irreducible
maxima of additional integrated information generated by the
system as a whole compared to its parts are termed and
quantified as 8 (“phi”) and affect the probability of its past
and future states. The larger the 8 value, the more intrinsic
cause-effect power the system has and the more conscious
it is (Koch, 2018). Thus, any complex and interconnected
physical system with these properties will have some level
or quantity of consciousness, corresponding to the amount
of intrinsic cause-effect power the substrate has. The content
of a conscious experience is predicted to be structurally
identical to the cause-effect structure of its physical substrate
(Albantakis, 2020). So the more structurally complex the
system is, the more structurally complex the experience is. IIT,
therefore, provides a potential method to (1) assess whether a
physical system constitutes a physical substrate of consciousness
through its compliance with the postulates, (2) quantify the
level of consciousness of that system, and (3) estimate its
phenomenological structure in causal terms (Albantakis, 2020).

Unlike HOTs and GWT, progress has been made to assess
the relevance of environmental embodiment for consciousness
(i.e., consciously capturing the causal structure of a rich
environment). For example, Haun and Tononi (2019) showed
how this is useful for successfully navigating spacetime (Haun
and Tononi, 2019). Albantakis et al. (2014) showed that this
is an important driving force for organisms to develop highly
integrated networks (“brains”), leading to an increase in their
internal complexity (Albantakis et al., 2014). These concepts
bring evolutionary context to the development of consciousness
and the complexity of the brain.

Re-entry and predictive processing
approaches

Re-entry theories were developed from the idea that
“we are fooled into thinking that we know what we are
conscious of” (Lamme, 2010, p. 204). Therefore, introspective
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or behavioral observations make understanding the mind-
brain relationship impossible. Thus, this approach removes
intuitive or psychological notions of conscious experience
from the study of consciousness (Lamme, 2006). In the local
recurrency theory, conscious perception corresponds to top-
down signaling (Lamme and Roelfsema, 2000; Lamme, 2006;
Seth and Bayne, 2022). Consciousness emerges from simple
localized recurrent, top-down processing within perceptual
cortices, and frontal and parietal regions would be crucial to
perceptual experience content, reasoning, and decision making
(Lamme and Roelfsema, 2000; Lamme, 2006, 2010). Local
recurrency theory is similar to GWTs, except that we do not
know what we are conscious of and that it is about perception.
In contrast, GWT is about access (Lamme, 2010).

Predictive processing approaches in computational
neuroscience, such as the hierarchical generative model,
consider the brain as a machine that matches bottom-up inputs
with top-down expectations through cortical processing, aiming
to minimize the error in these predictions (Clark, 2013). In this
bi-directional model, top-down connections from higher levels
encode the predictions in the lower levels. This fully explains
the bottom-up signal and leaves only residual prediction errors
propagating information forward in the system to update the
following predictions (Huang and Rao, 2011; Clark, 2013). This
predictive control function is termed “active inference” (Seth
and Bayne, 2022).

The adaptive resonance theory (ART) was developed
by Stephen Grossberg and Gail Carpenter to address the
“stability-plasticity dilemma,” or how the brain learns so quickly
and stably without forgetting past knowledge (Grossberg,
2013a). For ART, various brain processes are required,
namely Consciousness, Learning, Expectation, Attention,
Resonance, and Synchrony (the CLEARS processes). Top-
down expectations (E) direct the focus of attention (A) across
competitive features. When a match occurs between the
expectation and what is perceived, a resonant synchronization
(RS) occurs and generates attentional focus driving fast
learning (L) of bottom-up, called “many-to-one maps,” and
top-down, called “one-to-many maps” representations. This
whole process is called “adaptive resonance.” Here, the
focus of attention corresponds to the minimization of error
in the prediction function. There is growing experimental
data supporting these predictions, and some ART models
are thought to explain and predict behavioral, anatomical,
neurophysiological, and biochemical data (Grossberg,
2013b).

In brief, for this family of theories, perceptual experience is
the brain’s best guess of its cause (minimization of the prediction
error) through the exchange of top-down predictions and
bottom-up prediction errors (Rao and Ballard, 1999; Friston,
2010; Hohwy, 2013; Seth and Bayne, 2022). For example,
subjective emotions are considered to emerge from cognitive
evaluations of physiological changes in the body and their

causes (“constructed emotion” and “interoceptive inference”;
Seth, 2013; Barrett, 2016).

Summary of physicalist models

One common element across physicalist theories is the
uncertainty reduction that results from allocating mechanisms
to consciousness. The system must settle into one unified and
highly informative representational state (Hohwy and Seth,
2020). This point of uncertainty reduction often corresponds
to a threshold at which the contents become conscious (e.g.,
broadcasting for GWT, optimization of signal-to-noise ratio for
HOTs, ϕ for IIT, information integration, and learning for re-
entry and predictive theories). The second common element is
the high importance of top-down signaling (e.g., a system with
no top-down dimension has no ϕ in IIT; Oizumi et al., 2014).

The first disagreement between these theories regards the
distinction between consciousness and cognition. Cognitive
access relies on consciousness in GWT, consciousness is
cognitively accessible in HOTs, whereas cognition is possible
without consciousness for IIT and vice versa for predictive
processing and re-entry theories. The second, more critical,
disagreement between physicalist theories is in regards to
the unity of consciousness, i.e., the subjective experience of
awareness that fully captures what it is like to be an agent
at any time. It is required by IIT and may be supported by
the broadcast in GWTs but is ignored by HOTs, re-entry, and
predictive theories that do not consider this concept necessary.
These various theories may, in fact, address different aspects
of consciousness.

In the well-known parable, “The Blind Men and the
Elephant,” each person attempts to describe the elephant but
only touches one small part (Saxe, 2016). Thus, they arrive
at very different conclusions about what an elephant is like:
a tree, a fan, a rope, a spear. They commence arguing, each
one convinced that they are correct in their conclusions. The
story’s moral is that we must step back to observe broader
perspectives to describe and fully understand the elephant’s
nature. Similarly, these physicalist theories may describe some
aspects of consciousness very well, but they likely do not
describe it completely.

In conclusion, while extensive and rigorous efforts have
attempted to find, test, and validate physicalist theories or
NCCs (Reardon, 2019; Templeton World Charity Foundation,
2022), the field is far from consensus about which theories
are valid and could potentially explain consciousness or neural
differences between different phenomenological experiences.
We suggest that the gaps in physicalist theories in explaining
consciousness may arise because the debate is framed around
how the brain generates consciousness. The theories discussed
so far attempt to explain phenomenological experience or
qualia through reductionist brain mechanisms or correlations,
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often equated to computational or information processing
systems. Some of these theories (e.g., re-entry or predictive
processing theories) even consider subjective reports and
introspection to be unreliable. Consequently, none of these
theories have completely and convincingly explained the nature
of consciousness.

A different approach: Non-local
consciousness theories

Alternative non-physicalist theories may inform other
aspects of consciousness that are not completely explained by
physicalist theories. Physicalist theories usually assume that
consciousness is generated solely and purely from the brain and
is only local to the brain. Alternatively, non-physicalist theories
do not make these assumptions, even though both types of
theories attempt to explain the underlying brain mechanisms of
consciousness. Physicalist theories purport that consciousness
originates from physical substrates like neurons that have
evolved to be more and more complex over time through
adaptation, leading to the emergence of consciousness. Non-
physical models do not assume a physical substrate generates
consciousness, and many even propose that consciousness is, in
fact, more fundamental than matter and spacetime. In this view,
that is the natural view for most ancient and eastern cultures,
matter and spacetime arise from consciousness rather than the
other way around. Perhaps a non-physicalist framework where
consciousness is considered fundamental and has non-local
properties (such as at the quantum scale) would better explain
the full range of reported human phenomenology. For example,
there are well-documented experiences of people perceiving
information from distant locations, the future, and mental
impressions from other people without the use of rationale
or traditional means (Cardeña, 2018). In addition, there are
verified cases of cognitive function when the neural substrate is
severely degenerated, precluding normal brain function. These
experiences, most of which are currently regarded as anomalous,
will be described in the Section “Phenomena suggested by a
model of nonlocal consciousness” as cases of what would be
observed should non-physicalist theories of consciousness be
valid.

These and other documented phenomenological
experiences suggest a different nature of consciousness: one
that may not be exclusively generated by neuronal activity and
exhibits properties that transcend the conventional constraints
of spacetime and, therefore, the physical body. The term
“non-local consciousness” has been proposed to denote these
purported transcendent properties of consciousness (Dossey,
1994). Physicalist scientists typically consider such experiences
anomalous because they challenge prevailing assumptions
about the nature and role of consciousness in physical reality.
The term non-local is also referenced as a central idea within
physics as an aspect of the physical world. For example, the

brain operating, even to a small extent, in a quantum fashion
might be a valid explanation for these non-local phenomena.
However, this idea is not yet widely accepted because while
there is evidence for quantum biology, quantum coherence
in brain processing is so short-lived that it appears irrelevant
to understanding consciousness. Neuroscience today says
consciousness is generated by and localized in the brain because
it emerges from brain activity. Alternatively, we propose
that consciousness may not originate in the brain, although
some aspects of human perception of consciousness may
be dependent on the brain. We also suggest that awareness
also extends beyond the brain. These non-physical, non-local
properties of consciousness may be due to a non-local material
effect, to consciousness being fundamental, or something else
we have not yet discovered.

To begin an exploration of some of these non-physical
theories, we present theoretical frameworks proposed by
scientists from multiple disciplines, most of which include
the idea that consciousness is fundamental, meaning that
consciousness precedes the physical substrates (Chalmers, 1996;
Currivan, 2017; Kastrup, 2017, 2021; Goff, 2019; Faggin, 2021a).
Traditional materialists envision a world in which mathematics
is more fundamental than physics, which is more fundamental
than chemistry, which is, in turn, more fundamental than
biology. Thus, in this way, physical processes are foundational
to the generation of our biology. However, suppose we envision
that consciousness is actually more foundational than physics.
In that case, we can imagine that these other physical disciplines
can arise from consciousness. In other words, if biology
emerges from chemistry, chemistry from physics, and physics
emerges from consciousness, then from this perspective, non-
local consciousness phenomena would no longer be regarded as
anomalous because consciousness can transcend some physical
laws. Theories proposing this idea have been offered by Federico
Faggin, Donald Hoffman, Bernardo Kastrup, Vernon Neppe,
and numerous others. Most of these theories are speculative,
while others are supported through mathematical arguments
or empirical data (Hoffman et al., 2015; Neppe and Close,
2020; Faggin, 2021b). We briefly review a sample of non-local
consciousness theories.

Operational probabilistic theory

Federico Faggin starts with the assumption that reality
emerges from the free-will communications of a vast number
of conscious entities (Faggin, 2021a). Faggin calls the totality
of what potentially and actually exists, One. Any self-knowing
within this one is a transformation from potential existence
into actual existence, where potential existence is the “reservoir”
of self-knowing that has not yet manifested. Each new self-
knowing brings rise to a consciousness unit (CU). The CU
reflects the whole of One and is also part of One because One is
never complete in its self-knowing process. Thus there must be
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continued self-knowing and continual generation of CUs, which
explains an apparently growing number of conscious entities
(Faggin, 2021a, p. 294). Faggin describes the CUs characteristics
and how they combine into self, in which an entity with identity,
awareness, and agency is dynamic, holistic, and self-knowing.
Faggin views the physical world as a virtual reality metaphor,
in which sophisticated avatars controlled by conscious beings
interact with each other, where the body that controls the avatar
exists outside the computer and is not part of the program.
Similarly, the conscious entities that control physical bodies
exist beyond the physical world that contains the body (Faggin,
2021b, p. 286).

Interface theory of perception

Donald D. Hoffman proposes a model based on a
mathematical structure called “conscious agents.” Space and
time emerge from conscious agents’ exchanges (Hoffman, 2014).
Hoffman proposes that our perceptions (i.e., the conscious
agents) are not views of a grounded truth but are more like a
personal computer’s operating system and interface (Hoffman,
2014, 2019). Perceptions allow us to interact dynamically with
the world and survive and evolve in this environment but not be
aware of its actual structure. Space-time and physical objects do
not represent a universal objective reality but are species-specific
components that provide an evolutionary advantage. Hoffman
highlights that evolutionarily, perception of spacetime and the
physical world are shaped by natural selection in such a way that
obfuscates the truth that we are experiencing an interface rather
than a universal objective reality and thus influences adaptive
behaviors. He further claims that the equations of quantum
mechanics can be derived from formalized descriptions of the
interactions between conscious agents (Hoffman et al., 2015).

Analytic idealism

Bernardo Kastrup proposes “analytic idealism” as a model
for reality, in which the ground of existence is universal
phenomenal consciousness (Kastrup, 2021). Analytic idealism
is a metaphysics that postulates consciousness as Nature’s
sole fundamental ground and that all natural phenomena are
ultimately reducible to universal consciousness. He describes
phenomenal consciousness as a raw subjective experience of
awareness that differs from cognition, meta-cognition, self-
awareness, or other higher mental functions. Meta-cognition
allows humans to know that they are having an experience and
also supports cognitive properties like reasoning and planning.
Experiential consciousness or pure awareness can also occur
without meta-cognition, as reported in classical mystical states.
Because there is only one universal consciousness, individuated
living beings are described as dissociated mental complexes

of the “fundamentally unitary universal mind” (Kastrup, 2021,
p. 267). This dissociation creates a subjective private inner world
that can perceive itself as interacting with the transpersonal
world. Matter in this model is described as the outward
appearance of the inner experience as observed from across the
dissociative boundary. Put another way,

As experienced from the inside—that is, from the first-person
perspective—each living being, plus the inanimate universe
as a whole, is a conscious entity. But as experienced from
outside—that is, from a[n illusory] second- or third-person
perspective—our respective inner lives present themselves in
the form of what we call matter, or physicality. . .all matter—
is merely the name we give to what conscious inner life looks
like from across its dissociative boundary. (Kastrup, 2021, pp.
267–268)

Triadic dimensional vortical paradigm

Vernon Neppe and Ed Close propose that the standard 4-
dimensional model of physics (three dimensions of space and
one of time) results in many contradictions or unexplained
discrepancies (see Neppe and Close, 2020 for examples of
apparent discrepancies). For example, using the Diophantine
equation (a polynomial equation involving two or more
unknowns and in which only integer solutions are allowed),
Neppe states that the mass/energy of up-quarks and down-
quarks produces an inequality that is unstable (Neppe and
Close, 2015). To address these discrepancies, Neppe and
Close describe a mathematical model in which we exist in
a 9-dimensional finite, quantized, volumetric, spinning reality
embedded in an infinite continuity (9D+). The model requires
an extra component that they dub “gimmel,” which is mass
and energy less. Close expresses that “gimmel is the connection
between consciousness, life, and the atomic structure and
that the potential for conscious life existed in the mutable
mass and energy of quarks even before they became the first
protium atoms of physical reality” (Close, 2018). The model
proposes that the 4D world we ordinarily experience is the
physical component of this 9D+ existence. Neppe and Close
believe that the model has been empirically demonstrated
with correspondences to normalized data for the mass-energy
equivalence volumetric data for measured particles. They also
claim that their model is mathematically valid at the micro,
macro, and cosmological scales.

Mathematically, gimmel necessarily has to exist in union with
any particle in the universe for that particle to be stable.
Without gimmel, the spinning (vortical) atoms would be
unstable and asymmetrical about their axes and would, in
effect, fly apart: Our world and the physical universe could
not exist. (Neppe and Close, 2020, p. 4)
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Zero-point field

Joachim Keppler (2018) proposes a theory where the
energy of the vacuum is the basis for consciousness, the so-
called “zero-point field” (Keppler, 2018). This is a theory of
panpsychism where consciousness permeates the universe yet
is only concentrated and apparent in certain circumstances.
Unlike other panpsychism theories, it is not the “matter”
that is conscious but empty space. However, the idea that
matter is conscious may be incompatible with theoretical
physics. If matter is conscious, particles may have the yet
unknown property “consciousness.” Mathematically, particles
are elementary because they cannot be assigned additional
parameters than those currently assigned (e.g., a charge, spin,
mass). Therefore, the idea that they are conscious is challenging
to reconcile with physics. The zero-point field does not have
the same problem. Keppler hypothesizes that the human brain
is one of the physical mediums which can interact directly with
the zero-point field by concentrating on it and thus experiencing
consciousness. The details of this putative interaction are not
currently known. However, the interesting element of this
theory is that it leads to testable predictions, e.g., interactions
between the brain (maybe through quantum phenomena as in
the Orch OR theory), and the zero-point field could possibly be
observed and measured. For example, there might be specific
types of photon exchanges that would reveal this interaction.

Orchestrated objective reduction
theory

The Orch OR theory was developed by Stuart Hameroff
and Sir Roger Penrose (Hameroff, 2021; Hameroff and Penrose,
2014). While the Copenhagen interpretation posits that the
collapse of quantum states into a single state (the so-called
“collapse of the wave function”) is determined by an observation
(i.e., subjective reduction), Penrose’s objective reduction (OR)
posits that it occurs when the energy difference (measured
by spacetime curvature and mediated by gravity) of these
states reaches an objective threshold (called the “Diósi–Penrose
criterion”). Random proto-conscious moments of experience
occur at each OR moment (Hameroff, 2021, p. 74). At
the biological level, this OR would be orchestrated (Orch)
by connective proteins (e.g., microtubule-associated proteins;
MAPs) that influence this spacetime-separation of the qubits’
superimposed states. These quantum processes are performed
by qubits formed on cellular microtubules by oscillating dipoles
(the microtubule condensate), forming superposed resonance
rings in helical pathways throughout the microtubule lattices.
These oscillations are either electric or magnetic and are
then amplified by neurons, leading to consciousness. This
collective process corresponds to the orchestration of the
objective reduction of quantum states in the brain (Orch-OR).

The microtubules both influence and are influenced by the
conventional synaptic activity of neurons. Hameroff later added
that the condensates might travel across more considerable
distances in the brain through dendritic-dendritic gap junctions
(connections that allow much faster transfer of action potentials
than synapses), generating gamma oscillations (high-frequency
brain rhythms) associated with conscious perception, for
example. This theory provides a straightforward mechanism
that can be tested more easily than others. Experiments are
underway to test the theory by evaluating if the proposed
quantum interference is, in fact, present in microtubules and
dampened by anesthesia (Kalra et al., 2020).

Schooler hypothesis of subjective time

Psychologist Jonathan Schooler proposes subjective time as
a new dimension of physics that would allow us to have a causal
effect on the world (Schooler, 2014). This model proposes that
one could conceive of the possibility of alternative dimensions of
meta-perspective where each of us could move across time and
raises the possibility that consciousness itself could have some
causal role. In his model, a hierarchical cascade of conscious
elements would have synchronization happening essentially like
carrier waves. The lower level of waves has a particular rhythm.
They are also synchronized, or cross-coupled, with the higher
levels. In the same way that you can have very high-frequency
waves or vibrations synced in with lower-frequency ones, in a
sort of cross-coupling manner, you could also have the rhythms
of the lower-level ones connected up to the higher-level ones.
Through cross-frequency coupling, there potentially exists both
top-down and bottom-up paths, explaining consciousness at a
macroscopical level.

Theory of double causality

Philippe Guillemant, a theoretical physicist, has proposed
that trajectories between two spacetimes are not fixed within
the block universe (Guillemant and Medale, 2019). The block
universe is a model where the future is already realized and is
implied by general relativity. Within this framework, Guillemant
proposes a non-deterministic model of the block universe
where consciousness and free will are mechanisms by which
the exact path between two spacetime points is decided. He
shows that this does not contradict the equations of physics.
He also suggests that the irreversibility of time as we experience
it might not be a fundamental property of the world but a
statistical one. Statistically, time moves forward, but there might
be rare instances where it could move backward. Similarly,
he suggests that there might be future traces in the present.
Although statistically, we will mostly see causal traces of the past,
future traces may be experienced as observations of coordinated
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systems that past observations cannot explain. For example,
one might observe an organized pattern that is not due to
a specific causal effect in the past. In his model, he argues
that the organization must come from the future as it has no
causal past reason to exist. He states, “We can carry on doing
physics, but we must be absolutely logical about it, considering
our intentions as physical realities, with the added ingredient
that they do not appear to depend solely on our brains but
also on an information system outside spacetime” (Guillemant,
2016, p. 9).

Summary of non-local consciousness
models

Most of these theories assume that consciousness is
fundamental and primary to all else. Our subjective intersection
with this fundamental consciousness is described in different
ways, such as being an interface, a dissociative boundary, or a
consciousness unit. Moreover, the mechanistic structure of our
world with consciousness as fundamental is explained in various
ways (e.g., dimensions, conscious agents, gimmel).

However, it is important to note that physicalist theories
still have a place in this framework. Even if consciousness is
fundamental, these theories will inform on the mechanisms for
the embodiment of consciousness into this materialistic reality
(e.g., how the interface works). If we can perceive non-local
information (as observed at the quantum scale), we likely still
need to filter out the noise from the environment through
uncertainty reduction, broadcast, and top-down processes for
that information to become conscious. Predictive processes and
updating the error prediction might be a crucial process to allow
the perception of non-local information.

Another important point is that the IIT model could
be a tool to study both physicalist and non-local theories
of consciousness by including non-local properties into
the spacetime postulates. In Section “Physicalist theories of
consciousness,” we placed IIT as a physicalist theory of
consciousness in the sense that it excludes non-local spacetime
properties into the spacetime boundaries required for a physical
system to be conscious, and all models are based on the
conventional assumptions of spacetime. However, since IIT is
only about information and systems, one may be able to test
IIT for non-local consciousness. Spacetime properties could
be included in the postulates (i.e., requirements for a physical
substrate to be conscious) for the calculation of ϕ (e.g., quantum
links between past and future) to see how this addition affects
ϕ’s value. These non-local applications of ITT would allow for
the non-local effects observed in quantum mechanics and the
literature reviewed in Section “Phenomena suggested by a model
of nonlocal consciousness.”

Just like physicalist theories need rigorous testing to validate
them, non-local consciousness theories also need testing and

validating. The key to fully validating a theory of consciousness
(physicalist or non-local) is to make a prediction that can
be experimentally tested and quantified, thus, validating or
invalidating the prediction. Theories that cannot meet the
prediction can be rejected or adjusted. Unfortunately, many
theoretical predictions are challenging to test experimentally,
and sometimes prediction confirmation might depend on future
technological innovations. Often, the theory is built with
abstract terms that need further precision and elaboration. The
more precise the theory and the prediction, the more it lends
itself to testing. Also, the theory may be demonstrated with
mathematics and yet not currently be experimentally validated.

One very small step to explore the applicability of the
concept of non-local consciousness models and the motivation
for developing these models in the first place is driven by
phenomena that are not accounted for by physicalist theories,
as described in the next section. One reason that non-local
consciousness models may be useful is that they allow for
the possibility of the subjective experiences that are usually
considered impossible by physicalist models or simply ignored
because of the basic assumptions on which they are built.

Phenomena suggested by a model
of non-local consciousness

In the next section, we propose specific phenomena
that we would expect to see if non-local consciousness
theories are correct.

Phenomenon #1: Perceiving
information about distant locations

If consciousness were non-local, then an individual ought
to be able to perceive information beyond the reach of the
brain, body, and senses. For example, one might be able to
gain information about a person, place, or object at a distant
location. Such abilities are described as part of a classified
US government program that ran from 1972 to 1995, which
sought to use non-local consciousness for espionage (May and
Marwaha, 2018). That program conducted over 500 operational
missions, some of which are said to have resulted in actionable
intelligence and also several hundred controlled experimental
trials. The latter was evaluated by a professor of statistics
and skeptical psychology professional. Both concluded that
the evidence in those studies was statistically significant and
could not be attributed to methodological flaws (Mumford
et al., 1995; Utts, 2016). In a typical experimental session, a
“viewer” would enter a relaxed state. An interviewer would
give them a random number designating the desired target and
then ask them to describe and/or draw any information they
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perceived about that target. Both viewer and interviewer were
blind to the target. Multiple meta-analyses of public domain
and declassified experiments of this type have been conducted,
and the results showed highly positive evidence in favor of a
genuine phenomenon (Milton, 1997; Dunne and Jahn, 2003;
Baptista et al., 2015; Cardeña, 2018). This apparent ability is now
used for other practical applications, such as predicting stock
market movements (Harary and Targ, 1985; Kolodziejzyk, 2013;
Smith et al., 2014), locating missing persons (Mcmoneagle and
May, 2004), and finding previously unknown archaeological
sites (Schwartz, 2005, 2019).

Phenomenon #2: Perceiving
information from another person

If consciousness were non-local, an individual might be
able to receive information about another, isolated person’s
mental activity from a distance. Numerous well-controlled
laboratory studies have observed this apparent phenomenon
using the ganzfeld protocol, one of the most-repeated non-
local consciousness studies. Ganzfeld originates from a German
word meaning “whole field,” and Gestalt psychologists initially
developed the protocol. First, a person is exposed to low-level,
unpatterned sensory stimuli (e.g., red light diffused to the eyes
and white noise played through headphones). Meanwhile, a
second, isolated person attempts to mentally “send” a target
image randomly selected out of a pool of four possible images,
which was randomly selected out of a database of many such
pools. The chance of the “receiving” person correctly selecting
the actual image is thus 25%. Over 120 published experiments
have used this protocol, comprising about 4,000 individual trials,
and the overall hit rate was just over 30%. Multiple reviews
and meta-analyses on this protocol have also been conducted
(Storm et al., 2010; Baptista et al., 2015; Cardeña, 2018; Storm
and Tressoldi, 2020). These results have been discussed and
debated in one of the principal journals in academic psychology,
Psychological Bulletin (Bem and Honorton, 1994; Hyman, 2010;
Storm et al., 2010).

In a conceptually similar design, rather than testing whether
one person could select a correct image sent by another
isolated person, the person’s unconscious physiological state
was intentionally influenced by a second person who was
asked to focus their attention on them. These studies have
typically used measures such as electrodermal activity (Braud
and Schlitz, 1983; Radin et al., 2008), electroencephalography
(EEG) activity (Standish et al., 2004; Richards et al., 2005),
and functional magnetic resonance imaging (Standish et al.,
2003; Achterberg et al., 2005). To date, there have been
three meta-analyses for this class of studies, with each
reporting statistically significant outcomes (Schmidt et al.,
2004; Schmidt, 2012, 2015). Using this experimental paradigm,

researchers discovered that the prior beliefs of the investigators
were an important element in the observed outcomes. That
is, working with the same subject populations, protocol,
equipment, and analyses, skeptical investigators obtained null
results, but investigators more open to the possibility of
an effect obtained significant results (Watt et al., 2002;
Schlitz et al., 2006). These investigator-specific effects have
been documented in psychology and are called “experimenter
effects” (Palmer and Millar, 2015). Thus, it is challenging to
ascertain if results are solely influenced by the experimenter
effect (i.e., intentions of the investigator) or if there are
intrinsic effects. Multiple-experimenter studies have been posed
as a solution to solving this issue in psychological studies
(Bierman and Jolij, 2020).

Phenomenon #3: Perceiving the future

If consciousness were non-local, one might be able
to perceive information from non-inferable future events.
Experiments testing this idea have shown that people’s
physiology has reacted to randomly selected future events
(Radin and Pierce, 2015), including electrodermal (Radin, 1997)
and electrocortical activity (Radin and Lobach, 2007; Radin and
Borges, 2009; Radin et al., 2011), and heart rate (McCraty et al.,
2004; Tressoldi et al., 2009). These laboratory studies apparently
demonstrate that the body can react to randomly selected
stimuli approximately 1–10 s in the future. Erotic and negative
images produce more robust responses than emotionally neutral
pictures, and pre-responses generally manifest in the same
direction as the body would typically respond after exposure
to a stimulus. Meta-analyses have evaluated multiple laboratory
studies with positive effect sizes (Mossbridge et al., 2012, 2014;
Storm et al., 2012; Mossbridge and Radin, 2018; Honorton et al.,
2018). For example, Mossbridge et al. (2012) analyzed 26 studies
where unpredictable stimuli were presented and physiological
activity was collected before, during, and after the stimuli.
There was a pre-stimulus effect demonstrating a physiological
response prior to the unpredictable stimuli (fixed effect: overall
effect size = 0.21, 95% CI = 0.15 – 0.27, z = 6.9, p < 2.71 × 10−12;
Mossbridge et al., 2012).

Implicit bias tests with a retrocausal element provide similar
findings. In one paradigm, a classic perceptual priming task
was reversed, such that the prime occurred after the target
images. For example, in one task, the prime “happy” might
typically occur prior to the target picture of a flower. In a
reverse priming task, the flower image would appear before
the prime “happy.” These reverse priming tasks found slower
response times when the prime/target pairs were incongruent
(sad/flower) versus congruent (happy/flower), just as the classic
task would, even though the prime occurred prior to the target.
Some 90 independent replications of these experiments have
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provided evidence for a highly significant effect (overall effect
size = 0.09, z = 6.4, p = 1.2 × 10−10; Bem et al., 2015).

Phenomenon #4: Apparent cognitive
abilities beyond the
experience/learning/skill of the person
exhibiting them

If consciousness were non-local, then people might be able
to gain cognitive skills without previous experience or training
in those skills.

An example is the phenomenon of a person speaking a
language unknown to, or xenoglossy. This phenomenon has
been reported since ancient times. It refers to the ability of an
individual to speak or write a language that they presumably did
not know and could not have acquired by ordinary means. For
example, in 400 BC, Plato mentions priestesses on the Island of
Delos who spoke “in tongues.” There are also descriptions in the
Bible (Corinthians 14:1-40 and Acts 2:4).

Another example is Indriði Indriðason (1883–1912),
who apparently spoke multiple languages he did not know
(Haraldsson, 2012). Similarly, Alec Harris spoke at length to
witness Sir Alexander Cannon in Hindustani and Tibetan, two
languages that Harris would have had no way of knowing, but
Sir Alexander did know (Vandersande, 2008, p. 113). Other
xenoglossy cases have also been documented by University of
Virginia scientist Ian Stevenson (Stevenson and Pasricha, 1979,
1980). While anecdotal and subject to the known biases of
experiential reports, these cases have been meticulously well-
documented. Similar cases of “acquired” and “spontaneous
savants” refer to individuals who, either through a traumatic
event or with no apparent cause at all, suddenly gain exceptional
musical or mathematical skills (Treffert, 2009).

Phenomenon #5: Non-local
consciousness experiences are
common

If consciousness were non-local, such experiences would
be highly prevalent in all humans. And indeed, non-local
experiences can be found throughout history, across all cultures,
and at all educational levels. Formal prevalence studies have
been conducted for almost 50 years, with rates ranging from 10%
to 97%, depending on the population surveyed (Bourguignon,
1976; Palmer, 1979; Haraldsson, 1985, 2011; Greeley, 1987;
Haraldsson and Houtkooper, 1991; Ross and Joshi, 1992;
McClenon, 1993; Cohn, 1994; Castro et al., 2014; Wahbeh
et al., 2018). Another survey of the general public, scientists,
and engineers in the United States found that over 90% had
experienced at least one of 25 of these experiences (Wahbeh
et al., 2018). With prevalence rates being well-above 10% of most

populations surveyed, it is evident that these phenomena, at least
in their subjective reports, are more frequent than commonly
supposed.

Phenomenon #6: Cognitive abilities
can be retained when the brain is
seriously compromised

We usually assume that the brain is the body’s driver, and if
the brain is not working well, the body should not work. Suppose
this is wrong and consciousness is not entirely dependent on
the physical function of the brain. In that case, cognition,
perception, and memory may continue to operate normally even
when the brain would not be considered functional. This is
consistent with what we see in a phenomenon called terminal
lucidity. Terminal lucidity is a label given to a phenomenon
in which patients with terminal neurodegenerative conditions
display apparently normal cognitive function and mental clarity
during the period preceding death (hours to days). While such
experiences would seem impossible based on known principles
of neuroscience and neuroanatomy, they have been reported
in the medical literature for over 250 years (Nahm et al.,
2012).

Terminal lucidity, also called paradoxical lucidity, has
occurred in conditions such as waking from a long-term coma,
dementia due to advanced Alzheimer’s disease, brain abscesses,
tumors, strokes, and meningitis (Nahm et al., 2012). A recent
study of terminal lucidity reviewed 124 cases in dementia
patients and found that in “more than 80% of these cases,
complete remission with the return of memory, orientation,
and responsive verbal ability was reported by observers of the
lucid episode” (Batthyány and Greyson, 2021). For example,
one reported case involved a patient with cancer that had
metastasized to the brain, with little functional brain tissue
remaining. However, an hour before the patient died, he
regained awareness and conversed with his family for about
5 min before passing away (Nahm et al., 2012). Most terminal
lucidity cases are retrospective case reports (Kelly et al., 2007;
Nahm and Greyson, 2009; Nahm et al., 2012; Mashour et al.,
2019; Batthyány and Greyson, 2021), but a few are prospective.
Macleod and colleagues prospectively observed terminal lucidity
cases (Macleod, 2009), as did Fenwick and colleagues (Fenwick
et al., 2010). In these cases, the patients demonstrated normal
cognitive abilities just prior to death, contrary to what
objective medical findings would have predicted (e.g., EEG,
neuroimaging). These patients are operating in an anomalous
manner that brings into question the idea that the body is a
“puppet” controlled from the inside (the brain) and that perhaps
it can function alternately in some instances. Perhaps there are
aspects of consciousness that could be “outside” of the body
controlling it. The lucid mental functioning associated with
these patients’ behavior is challenging to explain under the
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assumption that one’s sense of identity, memory, and awareness
solely depends on brain activity.

Summary

In sum, we presented six phenomena regarding aspects
related to non-local consciousness. Reports of individuals
perceiving information from distant locations, from another
person, from the future, where people gain skills beyond
their normal capacity, or when the brain is apparently
non-functional, have been documented in anecdotal and
experimental contexts. In addition, these phenomena are
ubiquitous worldwide. Note that these examples are not meant
to provide definitive evidence for non-local consciousness,
nor provide a comprehensive list of such phenomena, but
rather to highlight that certain commonly reported phenomena,
and some rare effects, present clear challenges to prevailing
physicalist models of consciousness.

Of course, given the significant theoretical importance of
these phenomena, each example supporting these predictions
has evoked critical responses. The critiques have tended to
fall into two classes. First, the phenomena suggested by these
examples are deemed impossible because they violate the basic
limiting principles of science. Therefore, the only possible
way to interpret experiments reporting positive results is
that they most likely involve flaws, fraud, or both. Critical
reactions to anecdotal reports have also tended to focus
on their subjective nature and the many ways that such
experiences can be misinterpreted as illusions, misperceptions,
or distorted memories. Such critiques can be answered by
pointing out that some of the anecdotal reports involved
hundreds to thousands of documented case studies, and all
the experiments mentioned involved controlled experimental
paradigms that were repeated in multiple laboratories and
dozens to over a hundred independent replications, with overall
highly significant meta-analytic outcomes (Cardeña, 2018). In
some of the earliest experiments, methodological flaws were
discovered but later corrected with similar results, so insisting
that flaws or fraud can be the only possible explanations is not
supported by analysis of the data.

The second category of critique is that perhaps the
results could be accounted for by one or more physicalist
explanations that we do not understand yet, given the state of
the science. For example, perhaps some material explanation
will eventually arise for how someone with severe brain atrophy
and neurofibrillary tangles, or who was in a deep coma for an
extended period, could nevertheless suddenly become lucid and
maintain a coherent conversation with loved ones shortly before
death. Alternatively, perhaps if it is established that the brain
has quantum biological properties, then that might provide a
plausible substrate for perceptual non-locality. That is, a brain
that is partially acting in a quantum manner could possibly

account for all these anomalous phenomena. A quantum brain
would have non-local properties, so our sensory system would
be spread out in space and time, and it might also have
observational properties. However, even if this was true, it would
not tell us anything about the nature or source of our subjective
awareness. That is, from the quantum brain perspective, these
phenomena would be completely explained as a purely physical
phenomena (albeit within the context of the not-quite-physical
nature of the quantum world).

The scientific process and
perspective in the face of a
paradigm shift

Our call to test non-local consciousness theories is not a
proposal to discard physicalist theories. There is no question
that, as a set of assumptions, materialism has proven to be
outstandingly successful in elucidating the nature of physical
reality, and it will likely continue to be useful. However, the
phenomena we have highlighted here bring some level of
doubt to the ability of physicalist theories to explain everything,
including the nature, origin, and capacities of consciousness.
Here we propose that materialism be viewed as a special
case of a more comprehensive metaphysic, one that includes
consciousness in some fundamental way. This approach is akin
to regarding classical physics as a special case, one that describes
a limited domain of the physical world. Quantum mechanics,
too, is probably a special case because, so far, it is not compatible
with relativistic physics. These “modern” physical theories are
more comprehensive than classical physics and are special cases.

Promoting the value of more comprehensive models of
reality can be challenging. As Max Planck said, “A new scientific
truth does not triumph by convincing its opponents and making
them see the light, but rather because its opponents eventually
die, and a new generation grows up that is familiar with it”
(Planck, 1950, p. 33). Researchers testing if this statement
was true found that, indeed, acceptable scientific models and
concepts became more varied after leaders in their field died
(Azoulay et al., 2019).

A classic example of shifts in worldviews in science is the
case of black holes. Imagine it is 1921, and we asked, “Do
black holes exist?” In 1915, Karl Schwarzschild solved Einstein’s
equations of general relativity for the limited case of a single
spherical non-rotating mass. In the process, he discovered the
possibility that under extreme gravitational conditions, space
could collapse upon itself. Einstein denied that these “black
holes” could possibly form. In 1939, he published a paper
arguing that a star collapsing would spin faster and faster,
eventually spinning at the speed of light with infinite energy,
well before the point that it would collapse into a singularity.
It was not until the 1960s when Roger Penrose published more
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detailed models showing how black holes could form, that
other physicists considered them viable. A half-century later,
astronomers finally observed a black hole (The Event Horizon
Telescope Collaboration). In fact, a team of Harvard scientists
just released an image of Sagittarius A-star, a black hole at the
center of our Milky Way galaxy (McDermott-Murphy, 2022).

We propose that today’s understanding of the evidence for
non-local consciousness is similar to what was understood about
black holes in 1921. A jury of leading scientists in 1921 charged
with deciding if black holes existed would have weighed the pros
and cons of existing theory and data, they would have consulted
with Einstein, and they would have almost certainly decided that
black holes could not exist and therefore did not exist. As we
know today, they would have been wrong.

Conclusion

Intriguing phenomena are alluding to consciousness being
associated with – but not limited by – brain activity. We
are in a position similar to those who were studying the
possibility of black holes a century ago. Perhaps in 50 years,
we will look back on the current transitional period between
materialistic and post-materialistic paradigms in science and
more clearly understand why we could not have possibly grasped
the whole picture.

We can learn from the black hole example to release our
desire to prove non-local consciousness and instead remain in a
state of curiosity, focusing on methods and improved measures.
Even if it were not possible to definitively demonstrate that
consciousness is non-local but in the process of determining
that, it was discovered that there were non-local aspects of
consciousness that we learned more about and controlled to
some extent, our world would be radically transformed with
the shift in the understanding of our capacities and its practical
applications. The systematic scientific study of consciousness is
still in its infancy, and thus, we are at the very beginning of
understanding the right questions to ask.

This review also calls for humility, open-mindedness, and
collaboration in science. Is it possible to remain neutral about
the various theories of consciousness? Perhaps physicalist
theories will be tested and shown to be relevant in particular
situations. Perhaps non-materialist theories will also be
tested and shown to be valid in other situations. Could it be that
multiple theories of consciousness are tested and found viable? If
so, what would that mean about the nature of reality? Can these
theories be evaluated for similarities and differences, perhaps
combining some and ultimately testing them? Templeton
World Charity Foundation Program ‘Accelerating Research on
Consciousness’ has spearheaded such an initiative for physicalist
theories. The same could be implemented for non-physicalist
theories (Templeton World Charity Foundation, 2022). Is
there an interaction between a non-local consciousness
interfacing with the physical and/or quantum brain that is

persuasively describable? Remaining open and flexible about
these possibilities is essential in supporting the birth of new
ideas. Remaining humble allows us to review other theories
without prejudice.

To further assess the vast number of theories of
consciousness, physicalist and non-local, we invite theorists
to attempt to make their theories increasingly precise so
that abstract terms become quantifiable predictions that
can be confirmed or refuted. Furthermore, theorists could
attempt to use similar language/terms to improve the clarity
regarding the distinctions and commonalities across theories.
Criteria could be developed, allowing researchers to easily
determine the nature/aspect of consciousness discussed by
the theory, the proposed processes that explain how non-local
consciousness may interact with physical substrates, and the
precise predictions to validate it. Physicalist theories might
be closer to validating or invalidating their predictions if the
assumption about the nature of consciousness being generated
from the brain is correct. However, these predictions may never
address the possibility that consciousness is a fundamental
property of reality with non-local properties (i.e., they address
physical mechanisms but not the nature of consciousness itself).

In conclusion, our reported phenomena of non-local
consciousness present intriguing examples that should be
addressed when evaluating whether consciousness may be
more than an emergent property of brain activity. Despite
sophisticated physicalist theories of consciousness dependent
on brain function, these examples apparently demonstrate
non-local aspects of consciousness, perceiving information in
a way that is not limited by our conventional understanding
of time and space and that is not dependent on the brain
function. Many of these data have been observed with
objective measures in the laboratory in a valid and reliable
way or collected in the field with impeccable methods
and exclusion of fraud. While materialism explains much
in our world, it does not explain everything, including
these phenomena. Non-materialist theories encompassing
consciousness as fundamental and/or non-local may provide
a pathway to understanding these phenomena. Perhaps
holding the hypothetical assumption that consciousness
is fundamental and focusing on what we can learn about
the mechanism, mediators, moderators, and practical
applications of non-local consciousness will reveal novel
areas to explore.
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